
Official Errata as of 11/15/23

Rulebook Errata

● Bridges are placed during the Supply and
Infrastructure Phase of the game turn. If it
is the first turn, the Arab player may
attempt to roll for their bridges at the start
of play.

● Artillery Support clarification, IDF Artillery
Support comes from Brigades for the IDF
and from Divisions for the Arabs.

Random Events Table (Page 20) If the player
did not commit the atrocity, he should subtract
one from his politics roll (not add one)

7.6.4.3 - Hull Down is unclear. If you take a
Ammo low marker, remove 1 step of Arab armor
from all Units in the combat. If you take an Ammo
out marker, remove 2 steps of Arab armor.

7.2 - Should be up to 4 may activate for Eitan
and up to 6 may activate for Bar-Lev

14.4.1.2 - It should be the Abrash removes Arab
markers - not IDF ones.

15.1.4 - (missing rule) Some Israeli units are
marked "Attrition" on the reinforcement schedule.
These units were rushed to the front without
transport. Roll a D6. If you roll a 1, a -1 Primary
Equipment marker is placed on the unit (this loss
is recoverable; see 7.12)

17.0 Politics - Event 3 (Arab) - the Moroccan,
Sudanese, Tunisian, and Kuwaiti Units also
arrive

Scenario Book Errata

In scenarios in which reinforcements arrive at the
start of play but the reinforcement phase has
been skipped, place these at the start of play.

● Scenario 2: Eitan is in Command - not
Gonen

● Scenario 3: The Israeli
Infrastructure/Supply value at the start of
play is 6. The Arabs start at 4. The
Engineering at start value for the Israelis
is 4 and the Egyptians use hex 14.19 as
their final supply source hex.

● The Syrian 85/7 Unit starts the game in
11.15 in Scenarios 2, 6, and 8.

● 82ABN, 183CDO, 122CDO, & 133CDO
Units start the game in the Airfields box in
Scenarios 2, 6, and 8.

● The Israeli 416P, 546P, 565P, 469P, and
562PR are not listed in the scenario. They
are listed in scenario 7 as October 10
reinforcements. These also arrive in
Scenario 8 as well.

● The Israeli unit TF ASAF(HQ) is not listed
in the scenario but is listed in scenario 7
as October 18 reinforcement. This HQ
should also arrive in Scenario 8 as
well.

● The 679A (HQ) and 289A should set up in
hex 08.18 of Scenarios 2, 6, and 8.

● Scenario 6 and 8: The IDF units 10 and
18 arriving on 10/11 turn are Syrian Units -
not Israeli.


